
KOHLER® kitchen products 
fit your versatile lifestyle.

Vinnata™ Pull-Down Kitchen Faucets
Pull-down spray faucets by Kohler offer exceptional versatility and functionality in 
the kitchen. High-arch spouts provide added workspace and smoothly maneuvering
swivel sprayheads increase efficiency and convenience for any food preparation or
cleanup tasks. This brochure features the Vinnata pull-down faucet, with its traditional
aesthetic and two size options – a 91/2'' spout for a standard kitchen sink and a 71/2''
model for a secondary prep sink.

 



Designed 
to Inspire.
Kohler Co. is renowned for its artistic craftsmanship

and innovation, especially where design is concerned.

Traditionally styled Vinnata™ pull-down kitchen faucets

feature a high-arch spout that is elegantly designed 

to reach over the tallest pots, while the smoothly

maneuvering swivel sprayhead easily pulls down

into the sink basin. Vinnata faucets also offer

versatile installation options – complete with two

escutcheon plates and all the parts necessary for

either a single- or three-hole and left- or right-side

handle installation. 

A. Vinnata is ergonomically designed with a high-arch spout
and 91/2'' or 71/2'' reach to manage various workstations 
within the kitchen.
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Vinnata™ pull-down spray kitchen faucets offer 

exceptional performance due to durable construction,

artistic craftsmanship and rigorous industrial testing.

With the touch of a button, the smoothly maneuvering

swivel sprayhead – featuring an aerated stream or a

powerful spray – pulls down into the basin. A MasterClean™

sprayface resists calcium buildup, and washerless

ceramic valving ensures precise water control.

A. The extended reach of the sprayhead maximizes convenient 
functionality by allowing you to get up close when necessary.

B. Perform tasks easily with the smoothly maneuvering swivel
sprayhead – ball joints make it easy to position the water.

C. The sprayhead is positioned directly above the sink and pulls
down for a natural, ergonomic motion.

The Measure
of Performance. 
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Finish with 
Confidence.

Colors/Finishes shown are 
illustrated in ink. There may 
be variations in color fidelity
between samples and actual
KOHLER faucets.

Polished Chrome (-CP) Vibrant Brushed Bronze (-BV)

Brushed Chrome (-G) Vibrant Brazen Bronze (-BX)

Vibrant Polished Nickel (-SN) Vibrant Polished Brass (-PB)

Vibrant Brushed Nickel (-BN)

A

Vinnata™ kitchen faucets with pull-down spray are 

available in an extraordinary range of exclusive finishes

that are both durable and beautiful. These include

Vibrant® PVD color finishes and options for Polished or

Brushed textures. Vibrant PVD finishes resist corrosion

and tarnishing, and all KOHLER finishes exceed industry

durability standards over two times. Vinnata faucets

also have a lifetime limited warranty for as long as the

original consumer/purchaser owns his or her home.

For complete warranty information, see your nearest

KOHLER® dealer or call 1-800-4-KOHLER.

A. A distinctive color and texture selection offers virtually
endless design possibilities for every home and every taste.
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